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differenze. La condivisione non è necessariamente un valore e ha precise
conseguenze sociali ed economiche. Per questo occorre chiedersi: cosa
significa davvero condividere?
La cultura in trasformazione - AA.VV. 2016-11-03
Oggi il sapere è sempre più reticolare e diffuso. La centralità delle nuove
tecnologie sta contribuendo a fare emergere un particolare tipo di
intelligenza collaborativa basata sull’empatia. Per questo c’è bisogno di
immaginare nuove formule di progettazione, organizzazione,
finanziamento e distribuzione della cultura che siano in grado di agire
nella molteplicità. Ora più che mai si avverte la necessità di nuove spinte
e proposte, pena la decadenza culturale, morale e umana del nostro
paese. Questo volume raccoglie otto voci autorevoli di giornalisti,
scrittori, filosofi, economisti che offrono un momento di riflessione
culturale su quanto si sta facendo, dando testimonianza delle analisi in
corso e fornendo uno strumento agile ma esaustivo per comprendere i
cambiamenti in atto e le opportunità future.
I contratti di somministrazione e di distribuzione - Roberto Bocchini
2011-09-01
Il volume si propone di approfondire i profili di maggior rilevanza in
materia di contratti di somministrazione e di distribuzione, attraverso
l'esame della normativa del codice civile e l'esame della più significativa
legislazione speciale in materia. L'Opera è arricchita da un Cd-rom con
all'interno il volume in formato PDF, che rende possibile: - effettuare una
ricerca per indici, partendo dalla schermata iniziale e selezionando uno
dei seguenti tasti: - indice sommario. Consente di navigare nei contenuti
del volume, partendo dall'indice sommario: cliccando sul titolo di un
singolo capitolo o paragrafo, si può accedere immediatamente al testo
richiesto (posizionandosi all'inizio del paragrafo selezionato); - indice
analitico. Consente di ritrovare un concetto, partendo da un singolo
lemma dell'indice analitico: cliccando sul numero di pagina accanto a
ogni voce dell'indice analitico, si può arrivare puntualmente alla pagina
relativa; - effettuare una ricerca full-text, utilizzando le apposite funzioni
di Adobe Acrobat (con la funzione "trova") e inserendo le parole o gli
estremi da ricercare; - scorrere tutto il volume, pagina per pagina; stampare i paragrafi visualizzati partendo dalla ricerca effettuata tramite
l'indice sommario. Per ragioni di tutela del copyright, è consentita la
stampa soltanto paragrafo per paragrafo e compare su ogni pagina
stampata di default il copyright dell'Editore PIANO DELL'OPERA PARTE
PRIMA - CONTRATTI AVENTI AD OGGETTO PRESTAZIONI DI SERVIZI ·
IL CONTRATTO DI SOMMINISTRAZIONE DI SERVIZI · IL CONTRATTO
DI HANDLING · IL CONTRATTO DI LOGISTICA · I "NUOVI SERVIZI" DI
MOBILITA` · IL CONTRATTO DI OUTSOURCING · IL CONTRATTO DI
ACCESSO AD INTERNET · CONTRATTO PER IL SERVIZIO DI RICERCA
CONTINUATIVA IN VIA TELEMATICA · CONTRATTO DI ASSISTENZA E
MANUTENZIONE DEL COMPUTER · I CONTRATTI DI DISTRIBUZIONE
DEL COMMERCIO ELETTRONICO · IL CONTRATTO DI
SOMMINISTRAZIONE DEL SERVIZIO TELEFONICO · IL CONTRATTO
DI ABBONAMENTO ALLA PAY TV · IL CONTRATTO DI ENDORSEMENT
· IL CONTRATTO DI SPONSORIZZAZIONE PARTE SECONDA CONTRATTI AVENTI AD OGGETTO PRESTAZIONI DI BENI · LA
SOMMINISTRAZIONE DI COSE · IL CASH AND CARRY · LA
CONCESSIONE DI VENDITA · CONTRATTI DI DISTRIBUZIONE
AUTOMATICA · IL CONTRATTO DI DISTRIBUZIONE
CINEMATOGRAFICA · LA SUBFORNITURA INDUSTRIALE · IL
CONTRATTO LIBRARIO · IL CONTRATTO DI EDIZIONE
Sharing Cities - Duncan McLaren 2015-11-20
The future of humanity is urban, and the nature of urban space enables,
and necessitates, sharing -- of resources, goods and services,
experiences. Yet traditional forms of sharing have been undermined in
modern cities by social fragmentation and commercialization of the
public realm. In Sharing Cities, Duncan McLaren and Julian Agyeman
argue that the intersection of cities' highly networked physical space
with new digital technologies and new mediated forms of sharing offers

The Wealth of Networks - Yochai Benkler 2006-01-01
Describes how patterns of information, knowledge, and cultural
production are changing. The author shows that the way information and
knowledge are made available can either limit or enlarge the ways
people create and express themselves. He describes the range of legal
and policy choices that confront.
La prima radice - Simone Weil 2017-11-15
Il nostro tempo ha negato la tensione di ogni uomo verso qualcosa di più
grande, e forse di irraggiungibile, sostituendola con una cultura
degradata e ristretta dove i diritti universali sono privi di concretezza e
la libertà è intesa come semplice cancellazione di qualsiasi dovere.
Ancora più dei diritti, sono invece proprio i doveri, verso se stessi e verso
gli altri, ad ancorare l’uomo alla realtà e alla società in cui vive, evitando
il rischio di sentirsi sradicati e in balia degli eventi. Secondo Simone
Weil, voce inascoltata e profetica del XX secolo, interessarsi davvero del
destino dell’uomo significa, quindi, prima di tutto aggrapparsi
saldamente e rimanere fedeli alle proprie radici. Potrebbe sembrare un
banale richiamo alle tradizioni; invece non è così, perché le radici
dell’uomo hanno origine oltre la sfera temporale, nell’eterno e
umanissimo desiderio di verità e di bene.
Data Science and Social Research - N. Carlo Lauro 2017-11-17
This edited volume lays the groundwork for Social Data Science,
addressing epistemological issues, methods, technologies, software and
applications of data science in the social sciences. It presents data
science techniques for the collection, analysis and use of both online and
offline new (big) data in social research and related applications. Among
others, the individual contributions cover topics like social media,
learning analytics, clustering, statistical literacy, recurrence analysis and
network analysis. Data science is a multidisciplinary approach based
mainly on the methods of statistics and computer science, and its aim is
to develop appropriate methodologies for forecasting and decisionmaking in response to an increasingly complex reality often
characterized by large amounts of data (big data) of various types
(numeric, ordinal and nominal variables, symbolic data, texts, images,
data streams, multi-way data, social networks etc.) and from diverse
sources. This book presents selected papers from the international
conference on Data Science & Social Research, held in Naples, Italy in
February 2016, and will appeal to researchers in the social sciences
working in academia as well as in statistical institutes and offices.
Changemakers - Adam Arvidsson 2019-10-15
This book argues that, as industrial capitalism enters a period of
prolonged crisis, a new paradigm of ‘industrious modernity’ is emerging.
Based on small-scale, commons-based and market-oriented
entrepreneurship, this industrious modernity is being pioneered by the
many outcasts that no longer find a place within a crumbling industrial
modernity. This new industriousness draws on the new planetary
commons that have been generated by the globalization of industrial
capitalism itself. The outsourcing of material production to global supply
chains has made the skills necessary to engage in commodity production
generic and common, and the globalization of media culture and the
internet have generated new knowledge commons. Together these new
commons have radically reduced the capital requirements to engage in
economic activity, and are providing new, highly efficient tools of
productive organization at little cost. This timely analysis of the new
forces of change in our societies today will be of great interest to anyone
concerned with the impact of digital technologies and the future of
capitalism.
Shareble! L’economia della condivisione - Tiziano Bonini 2017-10-19
Affittare una casa su Airbnb, prenotare un passaggio da Bari a Firenze
con Blablacar, chiamare un autista di Uber perché sta diluviando e non ci
sono taxi disponibili, condividere una scrivania in un co-working, creare
un orto di condominio o di quartiere. Sebbene tutte queste azioni siano
riconducibili alla cosiddetta sharing economy, tra di esse esistono molte
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cities the opportunity to connect smart technology to justice, solidarity,
and sustainability. McLaren and Agyeman explore the opportunities and
risks for sustainability, solidarity, and justice in the changing nature of
sharing. McLaren and Agyeman propose a new "sharing paradigm,"
which goes beyond the faddish "sharing economy" -- seen in such
ventures as Uber and TaskRabbit -- to envision models of sharing that
are not always commercial but also communal, encouraging trust and
collaboration. Detailed case studies of San Francisco, Seoul,
Copenhagen, Medellín, Amsterdam, and Bengaluru (formerly Bangalore)
contextualize the authors' discussions of collaborative consumption and
production; the shared public realm, both physical and virtual; the design
of sharing to enhance equity and justice; and the prospects for scaling up
the sharing paradigm though city governance. They show how sharing
could shift values and norms, enable civic engagement and political
activism, and rebuild a shared urban commons. Their case for sharing
and solidarity offers a powerful alternative for urban futures to
conventional "race-to-the-bottom" narratives of competition, enclosure,
and division.
Ours to Hack and to Own - Trebor Scholz 2017-08-08
With the rollback of net neutrality, platform cooperativism becomes even
more pressing: In one volume, some of the most cogent thinkers and
doers on the subject of the cooptation of the Internet, and how we can
resist and reverse the process.
Digital Transformation of the Design, Construction and Management
Processes of the Built Environment - Bruno Daniotti 2019-01-01
This open access book focuses on the development of methods,
interoperable and integrated ICT tools, and survey techniques for
optimal management of the building process. The construction sector is
facing an increasing demand for major innovations in terms of digital
dematerialization and technologies such as the Internet of Things, big
data, advanced manufacturing, robotics, 3D printing, blockchain
technologies and artificial intelligence. The demand for simplification
and transparency in information management and for the rationalization
and optimization of very fragmented and splintered processes is a key
driver for digitization. The book describes the contribution of the ABC
Department of the Polytechnic University of Milan (Politecnico di Milano)
to R&D activities regarding methods and ICT tools for the interoperable
management of the different phases of the building process, including
design, construction, and management. Informative case studies
complement the theoretical discussion. The book will be of interest to all
stakeholders in the building process - owners, designers, constructors,
and faculty managers - as well as the research sector.
E - commerce sensoriale. Come vendere col sesto senso digitale - Patrizia
Saolini 2014-08-25T00:00:00+02:00
1065.107
Technosapiens - Andrea Daniele Signorelli 2021-04-20
Altro che intelligenze artificiali sempre più umane: è l’essere umano che
sta diventando sempre più simile a una macchina. Dal presente degli
smartphone al futuro prossimo dei visori in realtà aumentata, fino alle
utopie delle interfacce cervello-computer: le tecnologie digitali si stanno
fondendo con il corpo umano, creando le condizioni per un’umanità più
efficiente, più razionale, più veloce e più misurabile. Ma chi ci guadagna
davvero da tutto ciò? E soprattutto: qual è il prezzo da pagare? Dalla
diffusione di stimolanti fino ai timori che sia in corso un’epidemia di
disturbi mentali, la realtà digitalmente aumentata in cui siamo immersi
rischia di far collassare il nostro sistema operativo, il cervello, facendo
precipitare la società in un burnout collettivo. C’è una via d’uscita? Tra
teorie politiche al confine tra utopia generazionale e fantascienza e
progetti per restituirci il controllo sulla tecnologia digitale, la speranza
che si possa invertire la rotta è ancora accesa. Ma la strada da
percorrere è lunga. E il tempo stringe.
La prevenzione delle frodi aziendali. Alle radici della
responsabilità sociale - D'Onza 2014

being boring. As such it is an excellent preparatory and interdisciplinary
academic tool intended for university students, scholars, professionals,
and anyone who would like to know more on the matter.
Radio Audiences and Participation in the Age of Network Society Tiziano Bonini 2014-12-05
This book maps, describes and further explores all contemporary forms
of interaction between radio and its public, with a specific focus on those
forms of content co-creation that link producers and listeners. Each
essay will analyze one or more case studies, piecing together a map of
emerging co-creation practices in contemporary radio. Contributors
describe the rise of a new class of radio listeners: the networked ones.
Networked audiences are made up of listeners that are not only able to
produce written and audio content for radio and co-create along with the
radio producers (even definitively bypassing the central hub of the radio
station, by making podcasts), but that also produce social data, calling
for an alternative rating system, which is less focused on attention and
more on other sources, such as engagement, sentiment, affection,
reputation, and influence. What are the economic and political
consequences of this paradigm shift? How are radio audiences perceived
by radio producers in this new radioscape? What’s the true value of radio
audiences in this new frame? How do radio audiences take part in the
radio flow in this age? Are audiences’ interactions and co-creations
overrated or underrated by radio producers? To what extent listeners'
generated content can be considered a form of participation or "free
labour" exploitation? What’s the role of community radio in this new
context? These are some of the many issues that this book aims to
explore. Visit
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Radio-Audience-and-Participation-in-the
-Age-of-Network-Society/869169869799842 for the book's Facebook
page.
The HyperDoc Handbook - Lisa Highfill 2016-06-01
The HyperDoc Handbook is a practical reference guide for all K-12
educators looking to transform their teaching into blended learning
environments. This book strikes a perfect balance between pedagogy and
how-to tips, while also providing several lesson plans to get you going
using HyperDocs.
From Smart City to Smart Region - Corinna Morandi 2015-08-14
This book offers a fascinating exploration of the relationship between
information and communication technologies (ICTs) and spatial planning,
expanding the concept of “urban smartness” from the usual scale of
buildings or urban projects to the regional dimension. In particular, it
presents the outcomes of research undertaken at Politecnico di Milano,
in collaboration with Telecom Italia, that had three principal goals: to
investigate the use of ICTs for the representation, promotion,
management, and dissemination of an integrated system of services; to
explore the spatial impacts of digital services at different scales
(regional, urban, local); and to understand how a system of mobile
services can encourage new spatial uses and new collective behavior in
the quest for better spatial quality of places. Useful critical analysis of
international case studies is also included with the aim of verifying the
opportunities afforded by new digital services not only to improve the
urban efficiency but also to foster the evolution of urban communities
through enhancement of the public realm. The book will be a source of
valuable insights for both scholars and local administrators and
operators involved in smart city projects.
Barter, Exchange and Value - University Lecturer in Social Anthropology
and Fellow Caroline Humphrey 1992-06-11
This novel treatment of barter represents a topical addition to the
literature on economic anthropology.
Network Society and Future Scenarios for a Collaborative Economy - V.
Kostakis 2014-08-22
This book builds on the idea that peer-to-peer infrastructures are
gradually becoming the general conditions of work, economy, and
society. Using a four-scenario approach, the authors seek to simplify
possible outcomes and to explore relevant trajectories of the current
techno-economic paradigm within and beyond capitalism.
Mercato e cooperazione tecnologica - Giuseppe Colangelo 2008

Communicating the Environment to Save the Planet - Maurizio
Abbati 2019-01-30
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links
environmental communication to different fields of competence:
environment, sustainability, journalism, mass media, architecture,
design, art, green and circular economy, public administration, big event
management and legal language. The manual offers a new, scientifically
based perspective, and adopts a theoretical-practical approach,
providing readers with qualified best practices, case studies and 22
exclusive interviews with professionals. A fluent style of writing leads the
readers through specific details, enriching their knowledge without
shareable-leconomia-della-condivisione

The Age of Access - Jeremy Rifkin 2001
Imagine waking up one day to find that virtually everything you do has
become a paid for experience. It is part of a fundamental change taking
place in the nature of business, contends Jeremy Ritkin. After several
hundred years as the organising principles of civilisation, the traditional
market systems is beginning to break down. On the horizon looms the
age of access, where we trade experiences instead of objects.
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The book deepens the analysis of co-operatives by containing chapters
that examine specific theoretical and empirical issues such as the theory
of co-operative firms as collective entrepreneurial action. Monographic
chapters include more in depth analysis of specific typologies of cooperatives, such as social and community oriented co-operatives, some of
which were created to contrast organized crime in Southern Italy. The
book concludes with an assessment of the implications of the project for
public policy.
Digital Italy 2016. Per una strategia nazionale dell'innovazione digitale Enrico Acquati 2016

Shareable! L'economia della condivisione - Guido Smorto 2017
Frontier Information Technology and Systems Research in
Cooperative Economics - Aleksei V. Bogoviz 2020-09-24
This book is the very first book-length study devoted to the advances in
technological development and systems research in cooperative
economics. The chapters provide, first of all, a coherent framework for
understanding and applying the concepts and approaches of complexity
and systems science for the advanced study of cooperative networks and
particular cooperative enterprises and communities. Second, the book
serves as a unique source of reliable information on the frontier
information technologies available for the production, consumer, credit,
and agricultural cooperative enterprises, discussing predominant
strategies, potential drivers of change, and responses to complex
problems. Given the diverse range of backgrounds and advanced
research results, researchers, decision-makers, and stakeholders from all
fields of cooperative economics in any country of the world will
undoubtedly benefit from this book.
Introducing Just Sustainabilities - Julian Agyeman 2013-05-09
This unique and insightful text offers an exploration of the origins and
subsequent development of the concept of just sustainability. Introducing
Just Sustainabilities discusses key topics, such as food justice,
sovereignty and urban agriculture; community, space, place(making) and
spatial justice; the democratization of our streets and public spaces; how
to create culturally inclusive spaces; intercultural cities and social
inclusion; green-collar jobs and the just transition; and alternative
economic models, such as co-production. With a specific focus on
solutions-oriented policy and planning initiatives that specifically address
issues of equity and justice within the context of developing sustainable
communities, this is the essential introduction to just sustainabilities.
Politics of the Everyday - Ezio Manzini 2019-02-07
Each of us develops and enacts strategies for living our everyday lives.
These may confirm the general tendency towards new forms of
connected solitude, in which we work, travel and live alone, yet feel
sociable mainly by means of technology. Alternatively, they may help to
create flexible communities that are open and inclusive, and therefore
resilient and socially sustainable. In Politics of the Everyday, Ezio
Manzini discusses examples of social innovation that show how, even in
these difficult times, a better kind of society is possible. By bringing
autonomy and collaboration together, it is possible to develop new forms
of design intelligence, for our own good, for the good of the communities
we are part of, and for society as a whole.
Urbanistica e società civile - Carlo Olmo 2018-03-15
Tra il 1930 e il 1960 si riunisce attorno ad Adriano Olivetti un gruppo di
intellettuali dalla diversa formazione, spinto dall’urgenza di dare vita a
una nuova disciplina urbanistica capace di governare, attraverso la
progettazione, la costruzione di un paese più moderno e più avanzato. Un
approccio organico che Carlo Olmo, nell’analisi di quella straordinaria
esperienza e nel dialogo con Antonio De Rossi che segue, auspica possa
essere nuovamente adottato perché, attraverso l’urbanistica, si possa
concretizzare un nuovo patto di cittadinanza.
Handbook of Quality-of-Life Research - M. Joseph Sirgy 2001-11-30
This handbook provides students of quality-of-life (QOL) research with an
understanding of how QOL research can be conducted from an ethical
marketing perspective - a perspective based on positive social change.
The handbook covers theoretical, philosophical, and measurement issues
in QOL research. The handbook also approaches selected QOL studies in
relation to various populations in various life domains. The marketing
approach is highly pragmatic because it allows social and behavioral
scientists from any discipline to apply marketing concepts to plan social
change and assess the impact of intervention strategies on the QOL of
targeted populations.
The Business of Sharing - Alex Stephany 2015-03-09
Providing a colorful insight into the people at the forefront of the
emergent Sharing Economy, a movement predicted to already be worth
around $26B a year, this book gives vital advice to anyone thinking of
starting or investing in a collaborative consumption business. The first of
its kind, written by an author on the forefront of this new trend.
Cooperative Enterprises in Australia and Italy - Anthony Jensen
2015-12-18
This book arises from a three-year comparative research program
concerning co-operative enterprises in Australia and Italy. The book
explores the historical development, legal framework and the peak
organisations of co-operatives in the two countries. Specific comparative
chapters focus on consumer, credit, and worker-producer co-operatives.
shareable-leconomia-della-condivisione

Uberworked and Underpaid - Trebor Scholz 2016-12-27
This book is about the rise of digital labor. Companies like Uber and
Amazon Mechanical Turk promise autonomy, choice, and flexibility. One
of network culture's toughest critics, Trebor Scholz chronicles the work
of workers in the "sharing economy," and the free labor on sites like
Facebook, to take these myths apart. In this rich, accessible, and
provocative book, Scholz exposes the uncaring reality of contingent
digital work, which is thriving at the expense of employment and worker
rights. The book is meant to inspire readers to join the growing number
of worker-owned "platform cooperatives," rethink unions, and build a
better future of work. A call to action, loud and clear, Uberworked and
Underpaid shows that it is time to stop wage theft and "crowd fleecing,"
rethink wealth distribution, and address the urgent question of how
digital labor should be regulated and how workers from Berlin,
Barcelona, Seattle, and São Paulo can act in solidarity to defend their
rights.
OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2016 - OECD 2016-03-09
Tourism Trends and Policies, published biennially, analyses tourism
performance and major policy trends, initiatives and reforms across 50
OECD and partner countries, providing up-to-date tourism data and
analysis.
Governing Knowledge Commons - Brett M. Frischmann 2014
"Governing Knowledge Commons argues that innovation policymaking
should be based on a deeper understanding of what makes commons
institutions work. It borrows from and builds on Elinor Ostrom's Nobel
Prize-winning research on natural resource commons to propose a case
study framework adapted to the unique attributes of knowledge and
information. Eleven contributed case studies and two theoretical
responses explore knowledge commons across a wide variety of scientific
and cultural domains"--Unedited summary from book cover.
Multidisciplinary Design of Sharing Services - Maurizio Bruglieri
2018-04-17
This book explores all aspects of the sharing economy, pursuing a
multidisciplinary approach encompassing Service Design, Spatial Design,
Sociology, Economics, Law, and Transport and Operations Research. The
book develops a unified vision of sharing services, and pinpoints the most
important new challenges. The first, more theoretical part covers general
topics from the perspectives of experts in the respective disciplines.
Among the subjects addressed are the role of the user in co-design and
co-production; impacts of sharing services on cities, communities, and
private spaces; individual rewarding and social outcomes; regulatory
issues; and the scope for improving the efficiency of design,
management, and analysis of sharing services. In turn, the second part of
the book presents a selection of case studies of specific sharing services,
in which many of the concepts described in the first part are put into
practice. Readers will gain a deeper understanding of the dynamics of
sharing services and of the hidden problems that may arise. Key factors
responsible for the success (or failure) of sharing services are identified
by analyzing some of the best (and worst) practices. Given its breadth of
coverage, the book offers a valuable guide for researchers and for all
stakeholders in the sharing economy, including startup founders and
local administrators.
Property and Equality - Thomas Widlok 2005
The ethnography of egalitarian social systems was first met with sheer
disbelief. Today it is still hotly debated in a number of fields and has
gained sophistication as well as momentum. This collection of essays on
"property and equality" acknowledges this diversification by presenting
research results in two complementary volumes. They bring together a
wide range of authoritative researchers most of whom have worked with
hunter-gatherer groups. These two volumes cover existing ethnographic
and theoretical ground while maintaining a clear focus on the relation
between property and equality. The book consists of the most recent
work of prominent members of the original group of researchers in
hunter-gatherer studies among them James Woodburn and Richard Lee,
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Regulating the Collaborative Economy in the European Union Digital
Single Market - Marco Inglese 2019-11-11
This book critically assesses how the rise of the collaborative economy in
the European Union Digital Single Market is disrupting consolidated
legal acquisitions, such as classical internal market categories, as well as
the applicability of consumer protection, data protection, and labour and
competition law. It argues that the collaborative economy will, sooner or
later, require some sort of regulatory intervention from the European
Union. This regulatory intervention, far from stifling innovation, will
benefit online platforms, service providers and users by providing them
with a clearer and more predictable environment in which to conduct
their business. Although primarily intended for academics, this book also
appeals to a wider readership, including, but not limited to, national and
international regulators, private firms and lobbies as well as online
platforms, consumer associations and trade unions.
City Project and Public Space - Silvia Serreli 2013-06-20
The book aims at nurturing theoretic reflection on the city and the
territory and working out and applying methods and techniques for
improving our physical and social landscapes. The main issue is
developed around the projectual dimension, with the objective of
visualising both the city and the territory from a particular viewpoint,
which singles out the territorial dimension as the city’s space of
communication and negotiation. Issues that characterise the dynamics of
city development will be faced, such as the new, fresh relations between
urban societies and physical space, the right to the city, urban equity,
the project for the physical city as a means to reveal civitas, signs of new
social cohesiveness, the sense of contemporary public space and the
sustainability of urban development. Authors have been invited to
explore topics that feature a pluralism of disciplinary contributions
studying formal and informal practices on the project for the city and
seeking conceptual and operative categories capable of understanding
and facing the problems inherent in the profound transformations of
contemporary urban landscapes.

and very recent ethnography on hunter-gatherers and other egalitarian
systems.
Augmented Urban Spaces - Fiorella De Cindio 2016-04-08
There have been numerous possible scenarios depicted on the impact of
the internet on urban spaces. Considering ubiquitous/pervasive
computing, mobile, wireless connectivity and the acceptance of the
Internet as a non-extraordinary part of our everyday lives mean that
physical urban space is augmented, and digital in itself. This poses new
problems as well as opportunities to those who have to deal with it. This
book explores the intersection and articulation of physical and digital
environments and the ways they can extend and reshape a spirit of place.
It considers this from three main perspectives: the implications for the
public sphere and urban public or semi-public spaces; the implications
for community regeneration and empowerment; and the dilemmas and
challenges which the augmentation of space implies for urbanists.
Grounded with international real -life case studies, this is an up-to-date,
interdisciplinary and holistic overview of the relationships between
cities, communities and high technologies.
Share or Die - Malcolm Harris 2012-06-19
A collection of messages from the front lines of the new ?Lost
Generation”
Managing Asian Destinations - Ying Wang 2018-04-05
This book focuses on the planning, marketing, and management of Asian
tourism destinations, and evaluates current developments within
Southeast-Asia and the wider Asia-Pacific region. As more Asian
destinations enter the global tourism arena and more Asian travellers
look to explore destinations in Asia and beyond, an understanding of how
Asian destinations practice tourism is crucial to the future sustainable
development of global tourism. This book provides an invaluable stock of
research and knowledge based on the Asian practice and experience in
destination planning, marketing, and management, offering insights into
the latest development and trends in the region.
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